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During the years that I’ve been thinking about the questions and problems addressed in this book, I’ve been fortunate to belong to several intellectually rich communities and to have the friendship, guidance, and support of many kind, smart people. Without their generosity, insight, advice, mentoring, feedback, poking, prodding, and cajoling, this book would not exist.

At Wofford College in Spartanburg, South Carolina: I owe particular debts to Bernie Dunlap and Talmage Skinner, as well as the late John Cobb and Larry McGehee. The department of American Studies at the University of Alabama helped begin my career as a scholar and teacher; in particular, Stacy Morgan is due much appreciation. At LSU, the members of my dissertation committee—Brannon Costello, Edward Henderson, Katherine Henninger, Jerry Kennedy, and Rick Moreland—provided exceptionally useful comments on the earliest versions of this project; thanks also to Anna Nardo, who did more to improve the quality of my writing than any one since elementary school. No dissertation advisor could have been more gracious with his time than John Lowe: over the last eight years, he has shepherded this project though all of its many stages, beginning with an essay written for his “Native Sons/Native Daughters” seminar in 2004. I’m also grateful for the support, friendship, and thoughtful discussion provided by all of my LSU colleagues and tailgate team—in particular, Courtney George, Scott Gage, and Scott Whiddon. From my time at Georgia Tech: thanks to my fellow Brittain Fellows Jürgen Grandt, Matt Paproth, Jen Parrott, and Nirmal Trivedi. Thanks also to the entire
crew from Success Programs (now the Success Center), particularly Eric Moschella for his friendship and guidance.

For the last two years, I’ve had been humbled by the generosity, commitment, and vision of my colleagues in the Honors College at George Mason University—simply the best team I’ve ever joined. Particular thanks to our fearless leader and dean Zofia Burr, who took a chance on me and then made it possible for me to take this project across the finish line. Much appreciation to my great and wonderful students, who never cease to challenge and impress me.

I owe a singular and strange debt to my friend Mason Brown. Eight years ago, he made a compilation CD (when one still did such things), filled with strange and creepy blues, gospel, and folk tunes. He called it “Apocalypse Southern,” and everything began when I played it.

Many thanks to the great team at The Ohio State University Press—Sandy Crooms, Eugene O’Connor, and Ed Hatton.

My greatest debts, of course, are owed to the members of my family; I was born into a family in which love, encouragement, and thoughtful discussion were the norm, and then, I had the good fortune to marry into another one. Thanks to my parents, Nancy and Anthony, and my siblings, Paul and Emily, for supporting me throughout my career – and for not blinking when I told them I’d likely be in school for all of my 20s; thanks to my parents-in-law, John and Len, for their support – and for not blinking when their daughter brought home someone who’d been in school for all of his 20s. Finally: Kate, I could not have done this without your love, patience, and encouragement—I’m lucky and grateful to have you as my partner. Cora, I hope that one day you’ll read this, understand what I was doing on my laptop all those nights, and maybe even enjoy it. In the meantime, though, please don’t color in this book.
The Great Question before us is: Are we doomed? The Great Question before us is: Will the Past Release us? The Great Question before us is: Can we Change? In Time? And we all desire that Change will come.
